A new linearized oscillation criterion is established for a nonautonomous scalar delay differential equation. The assumptions include a weak recurrence property of a partial derivative of the nonlinearity. The importance of the recurrence assumption is shown by an example. © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
We are concerned with the oscillatory behavior of the solutions in a neighborhood of the zero equilibrium of a scalar nonautonomous nonlinear delay differential equation. For simplicity, we shall consider an equation with a single delay
where r ∈ R + = [0, ∞) and f : R + × (−δ, δ) → R (0 < δ ≤ ∞) is a C 1 -function with zero as an equilibrium, i.e., f (t, 0) = 0 for t ∈ R + . A solution x : [σ − r, ∞) → (−δ, δ) of (1), where σ ∈ R + , is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros. Otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory.
Associated with (1) is the linearization around the zero equilibrium
where D 2 f denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to its second variable. As shown in [1, Corollary 4.4 ] (see also [2, Theorem 4 .1]), in the autonomous case (when f is independent of t) the oscillation of all bounded solutions of the linearized equation (2) implies that all solutions of (1) which tend to zero as t → ∞ are oscillatory. The question which naturally arises is whether a similar result holds in the nonautonomous case or not. Our aim in this note is to show that the answer is affirmative only under certain additional assumptions on the nonlinearity f . These assumptions include a weak recurrence property of the function D 2 f (·, 0) : R + → R in the sense of the definition below (compare with [3, Definition 2.2]). The importance of the recurrence assumption will be illustrated by an example.
Definition. A function p : R + → R is said to be weakly recurrent if there exists a sequence (t n ) n∈N in R + , t n → ∞, such that the translates p t n defined by p t n (t) = p(t n + t) for t ∈ R + converge (pointwise) to p on R + as n → ∞, i.e.,
The sequence (t n ) n∈N from the above definition is called a returning sequence for p.
Remark. The class of weakly recurrent functions contains the set of all (Bohr-) almost periodic functions [4] . In that case the returning sequence can be taken as an appropriate sequence of almost periods diverging to infinity.
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. In addition to the above hypotheses on f , suppose that conditions (i)-(iv) below hold:
Then the oscillation of all bounded solutions of the linearized equation (2) implies that all solutions of (1) which tend to zero as t → ∞ are oscillatory.
The above theorem is a consequence of the following more general result concerning a nonautonomous linear equation.
Theorem 2. Consider the linear equation
where b : [σ, ∞) → R is continuous, bounded and uniformly positive, i.e.,
Suppose that there exists a sequence (t n ) n∈N in R + , t n → ∞, such that the translates b t n converge (pointwise) to a continuous limit function β on [σ, ∞), i.e.,
Then the oscillation of all bounded solutions of the "limiting equation"
implies the oscillation of all solutions of the original equation (3) .
In the proof of Theorem 2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let b : [σ, ∞) → R be a continuous function satisfying (4). If x is a positive solution of
The result of Lemma 3 is not new. It can be deduced from a more general result due to Kon et al. [5, Lemma 2] . For completeness, we give a simple direct proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3. Integrating (3) from t to t +r/2, using (4) and the positivity of x, we find for t ≥ σ 0 ,
Using the positivity of b and x in (3), we obtain that the solution x is strictly decreasing on [σ 0 , ∞). This implies that, for t ≥ σ 0 + r , the integrand of the last integral is not less than x(t − r/2). Consequently, for t ≥ σ 0 + r , we have that
and hence
From this, we find for t ≥ σ 0 + 3r/2,
which implies (7).
We now give the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall prove the theorem by showing that the existence of a nonoscillatory solution of (3) implies the existence of a bounded nonoscillatory solution of (6) . Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of (3). Then either x(t) > 0 for all large t or x(t) < 0 for all large t. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x is eventually positive. Otherwise, we consider the solution −x of (3). Let σ 0 ≥ σ be so large that x(t) > 0 for t ≥ σ 0 − r . Define
where (t n ) n∈N is the sequence of nonnegative numbers with property (5). From (3), we find for each n,
The boundedness of b, (4) and conclusion (7) of Lemma 3 imply that for t ≥ σ 0 ,
where k = S sup t≥σ 0 b(t) > 0. Consequently, for each n,
This implies that for each n the functions y n (t)e kt and y n (t) are nondecreasing and nonincreasing on [σ 0 , ∞), respectively. From this and the fact that y n (σ 0 ) = 1, we obtain e −k(t−σ 0 ) ≤ y n (t) ≤ 1 fort ≥ σ 0 and n ∈ N.
Inequalities (10) and (11) show that the functions (y n ) n∈N and their derivatives are uniformly bounded on any compact subset of [σ 0 , ∞). By the application of the Arzèla-Ascoli theorem and the Cantor diagonalization process, we can find a subsequence (y n k ) k∈N of (y n ) n∈N which converges to a continuous limit function y : [σ 0 , ∞) → R uniformly on any compact subset of [σ 0 , ∞). In particular, y inherits the estimate (11) and hence it is positive and bounded on [σ 0 , ∞). Finally, we show that y is a solution of (6) . Using an integrated form of (9), we find that for each n,
Writing n = n k , letting k → ∞, using Eq. (5) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we obtain
which implies that y is a solution of (6) on [σ 0 , ∞).
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall prove Theorem 1 by applying Theorem 2. Suppose that all bounded solutions of the linearized equation (2) are oscillatory and let x : [σ − r, ∞) → (−δ, δ), σ ∈ R + be a solution of (1) such that
For t ≥ σ , we have that
Hence x is a solution of the linear equation (3) on [σ − r, ∞), where
Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that b is a bounded function satisfying (4). Since D 2 f (·, 0) is weakly recurrent, there exists a sequence (t n ) n∈N in R + , t n → ∞ such that the translates D 2 f (t n + ·, 0) converge to D 2 f (·, 0) on R + as n → ∞. This, together with (12) and assumption (iii), implies for t ≥ σ ,
Consequently, assumption (5) of Theorem 2 holds with β(t) = −D 2 f (t, 0) and hence the associated limiting equation (6) coincides with the linearized equation (2) . Since all bounded solutions of the latter equations are oscillatory, by the application of Theorem 2 we conclude that the solution x of (3) is oscillatory.
Finally, we give an example which illustrates the importance of the recurrence assumption (iv) in Theorem 1.
Consider the equation
where
Eq. (13) is a special case of (1) when r = 1 and
By easy calculation
The function g and hence f is continuously differentiable on (−e 2 , e 2 ) and on R + × (−e 2 , e 2 ), respectively. Furthermore,
Choose ρ ∈ (0, 1/e). Since g (0) = 0 and g is continuous at zero, there exists δ > 0 such that |g (ξ )| < 1/e − ρ for |ξ | < δ. If ρ and δ are chosen in this way, then for t ∈ R + and ξ ∈ (−δ, δ), 
According to an oscillation criterion due to Li (see [6, page 320]), all solutions of the latter equation are oscillatory. At the same time, the original equation (13) has the nonoscillatory solution x(t) = e −t , t ≥ −1, which tends to zero as t → ∞. This shows that assumption (iv) in Theorem 1 cannot be omitted.
